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Amethod and apparatus for depositing a uniform coating on 
Correspondence AddreSSI a large area, non-planar surface using an array of multiple 
General Electric Company plasma sources. The apparatus comprises at least one array 
CRD Patent Docket Rm 4A59 of a plurality of plasma sources for generating a plurality of 
Bldg. K1 plasmas, Wherein each of the plurality of plasma sources has 
P_()_ BOX 8 a cathode, anode, and an inlet for a non-reactive plasma 
Schenectady, NY 12301 (Us) source gas disposed in a plasma chamber, and at least one 

reactant gas injector for differentially injecting at least one 
(21) Appl, No; 10/731,374 reactant gas into the plurality of plasmas. The reactant gas 

injector and substrate are located in a deposition chamber in 
(22) Filed: Dec. 9, 2003 ?uid communication With each plasma chamber. Individual 

adjustment of the How of deposition precursor into each of 
Related US. Application Data the plasmas generated by the multiple plasma array com 

pensates for changes in substrate processing conditions due 
(62) Division of application No. 09/683,148, ?led on Nov. to local variations in the Working distance betWeen the 

27, 2001, noW Pat. No. 6,681,716. plasma source and the surface of the substrate. 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR DEPOSITING 
LARGE AREA COATINGS ON NON-PLANAR 

SURFACES 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

[0001] The invention relates to an apparatus and method 
for depositing a uniform coating on a surface of a substrate. 
More particularly, the invention relates to a method and 
apparatus for depositing a uniform coating on a surface 
using multiple plasma sources. Even more particularly, the 
invention relates to a method and apparatus for depositing a 
uniform coating on a surface of a substrate using multiple 
expanding thermal plasma sources. 

[0002] Plasma sources are capable of depositing a large 
variety of coatings, such as transparent abrasion resistant 
coatings, transparent UV-?ltering coatings, and multi-layer 
coating packages on a substrate at a high deposition rate. 
Individual plasma sources, such as expanding thermal 
plasma (also referred to hereinafter as “ETP”) sources, can 
be used to uniformly coat areas having a diameter in the 
range of about 10-15 cm. 

[0003] Arrays of multiple plasma sources may be used to 
coat larger substrate areas. Such large area coating Work 
typically deals With depositing a coating on macroscopically 
?at surfaces. The substrate can be coated by translating it in 
a back and forth, up and doWn pattern—or “scanned”—in 
front of an array of multiple plasma sources. Deposition 
precursors are usually provided to the multiple plasma 
sources at the same rate. In this situation it is possible to 
fabricate large area, uniform coatings. To achieve a uniform 
coating on a planar surface, the multiple plasma sources may 
be spaced in a tWo-dimensional pattern, such as a linear or 
ZigZag array. 

[0004] When an array of plasma sources is used to coat a 
large non-planar surface, hoWever, coating uniformity is 
adversely affected by the dependence of the coating rate 
upon variations in the source-to-substrate—or Working— 
distance. Thus, those areas on the substrate that are located 
further aWay from the plasma source array are coated at a 
loWer rate. The differences in the coating rate across the 
surface of a substrate results in a non-uniform coating of the 
substrate. 

[0005] Arrays of multiple plasma sources are unable to 
uniformly coat such large non-planar surfaces. Therefore, 
What is needed is a method and apparatus for uniformly 
coating a large area surface of a substrate using multiple 
plasma sources. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

[0006] The present invention meets these and other needs 
by providing both a method and apparatus for depositing a 
uniform coating on a large area, non-planar surface using an 
array of multiple plasma sources. By locally adjusting the 
How of deposition precursor into each of the plasmas 
generated by the multiple plasma array, the invention com 
pensates for changes in substrate processing conditions due 
to local variation in the Working distance betWeen the 
plasma source and the substrate surface. 

[0007] Accordingly, one aspect of the invention is to 
provide an apparatus for depositing a uniform coating on a 
surface of a substrate. The apparatus comprises: at least one 
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array of a plurality of plasma sources for generating a 
plurality of plasmas, Wherein each of the plurality of plasma 
sources includes a cathode, an anode, and an inlet for a 
non-reactive plasma source gas disposed in a plasma cham 
ber Which is maintained at a ?rst predetermined pressure; a 
deposition chamber for containing the substrate, Wherein the 
deposition chamber is in ?uid communication With the 
plasma chamber, and Wherein the deposition chamber is 
maintained at a second predetermined pressure that is less 
than the ?rst predetermined pressure; and at least one 
reactant gas injector disposed in the deposition chamber for 
providing a differential ?oW rate of at least one reactant gas 
into each of the plurality of plasmas. 

[0008] A second aspect of the invention is to provide a 
reactant gas injector for injecting at least one reactant gas 
into a plurality of plasmas generated by an array of a 
plurality of plasma sources such that a ?rst ?oW rate of the 
at least one reactant gas into a ?rst plasma generated by a 
?rst plasma source in the array is different from a second 
?oW rate of the at least one reactant gas into a second plasma 
generated by a second plasma source in the array. The 
reactant gas injector comprises: at least one reactant gas inlet 
comprising a tubular-Walled structure having an interior 
space through Which the at least one reactant gas is supplied 
from a reactant gas source; a ?rst plurality of ori?ces 
proximate to the ?rst plasma, each of the ?rst plurality of 
ori?ces extending through the tubular-Walled structure from 
the interior space to an outer surface of the at least one 
reactant gas inlet, and a second plurality of ori?ces proxi 
mate to the second plasma, each of the second plurality of 
ori?ces extending through the tubular-Walled structure from 
the interior space to an outer surface of the at least one 
reactant gas inlet. The ?rst plurality of ori?ces is oriented 
such that the at least one reactant gas passes from the interior 
space through the ?rst plurality of ori?ces and is directed 
into the ?rst plasma at a ?rst predetermined ?oW rate and the 
second plurality of ori?ces is oriented such that the at least 
one reactant gas passes from the interior space through the 
second plurality of ori?ces and is directed into the second 
plasma at a second predetermined ?oW rate. 

[0009] A third aspect of the invention is to provide an 
apparatus for depositing a uniform coating on a surface of a 
substrate. The apparatus comprises: at least one array of a 
plurality of plasma sources for generating a plurality of 
plasmas, Wherein each of the plurality of plasma sources 
includes a cathode, an anode, and an inlet for a non-reactive 
plasma source gas disposed in a plasma chamber Which is 
maintained at a ?rst predetermined pressure; a deposition 
chamber for containing the substrate, Wherein the deposition 
chamber is in ?uid communication With the plasma cham 
ber, and Wherein the deposition chamber is maintained at a 
second predetermined pressure that is less than the ?rst 
predetermined pressure; and at least one reactant gas injector 
for injecting at least one reactant gas into the plurality of 
plasmas such that a ?rst ?oW rate of the at least one reactant 
gas into a ?rst plasma generated by a ?rst plasma source in 
the at least one array is different from a second ?oW rate of 
said at least one reactant gas into a second plasma generated 
by a second plasma source in the at least one array. The at 
least one reactor injector comprises: at least one reactant gas 
inlet comprising a tubular-Walled structure having an inte 
rior space through Which the at least one reactant gas is 
supplied from a reactant gas source; a ?rst plurality of 
ori?ces proximate to the ?rst plasma, each of the ?rst 
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plurality of ori?ces extending through the tubular-Walled 
structure from the interior space to an outer surface of the 
reactant gas inlet, Wherein the ?rst plurality of ori?ces is 
oriented such that the at least one reactant gas passes from 
the interior space through the ?rst plurality of ori?ces and is 
directed into said ?rst plasma; and a second plurality of 
ori?ces proximate to the second plasma, each of the second 
plurality of ori?ces extending through the tubular-Walled 
structure from the interior space to an outer surface of the at 
least one reactant gas inlet, Wherein the second plurality of 
ori?ces is oriented such that the at least one reactant gas 
passes from the interior space through the second plurality 
of ori?ces and is directed into the second plasma. 

[0010] A fourth aspect of the invention is to provide a 
method of depositing a uniform coating on a surface of a 
substrate. The method comprises the steps of: providing the 
substrate having the surface to a deposition chamber; evacu 
ating the deposition chamber to a predetermined deposition 
pressure; generating a plurality of plasmas from at least one 
array of a plurality of plasma sources; injecting a reactant 
gas into each of the plurality of plasmas such that a ?rst ?oW 
rate of the at least one reactant gas into a ?rst plasma is 
different from a second ?oW rate of the at least one reactant 
gas into a second plasma; ?oWing the at least one reactant 
gas and the plurality of plasmas into the deposition chamber 
toWard the substrate; and reacting the at least one reactant 
gas With the plurality of plasmas to form the coating on the 
surface of the substrate. 

[0011] A ?fth aspect of the invention is to provide a 
method of injecting at least one reactant gas into a plurality 
of plasmas generated by an array of a plurality of plasma 
sources such that a ?rst ?oW rate of the at least one reactant 
gas into a ?rst plasma is different from a second ?oW rate of 
the at least one reactant gas into a second plasma. The 
method comprises the steps of: supplying the at least one 
reactant gas from at least one reactant gas source to at least 
one reactant gas injector; passing the at least one reactant gas 
through a ?rst plurality of ori?ces in the at least one reactant 
gas injector proximate to the ?rst plasma, Wherein the ?rst 
plurality of ori?ces is oriented such that the at least one 
reactant gas is directed into the ?rst plasma at a ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate; and passing the at least one reactant 
gas through a second plurality of ori?ces in the at least one 
reactant gas injector proximate to the second plasma, 
Wherein the second plurality of ori?ces is oriented such that 
the at least one reactant gas is directed into the second 
plasma at a second predetermined ?oW rate. 

[0012] A sixth aspect of the invention is to provide a 
non-planar substrate having a uniform coating deposited on 
a surface, Wherein the uniform coating is deposited by: 
providing the substrate having the surface to a deposition 
chamber, Wherein the deposition chamber is in ?uid com 
munication With at least one array of a plurality of plasma 
sources, Wherein at least one of the plurality of plasma 
sources is an expanding thermal plasma source having a 
cathode, an anode and an inlet for a non-reactive plasma 
source gas disposed in a plasma chamber, the plasma cham 
ber being in ?uid communication With the deposition cham 
ber; evacuating the deposition chamber to a predetermined 
deposition pressure and the plasma chamber to a predeter 
mined ?rst pressure, Wherein the predetermined deposition 
pressure is less than the predetermined ?rst pressure; gen 
erating a plurality of plasmas in the plurality of plasma 
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sources and ?oWing the plurality of plasmas into said 
deposition chamber; injecting at least one reactant gas into 
each of the plurality of plasmas as the plurality of plasmas 
?oWs into the deposition chamber such that a ?rst ?oW rate 
of the at least one reactant gas into a ?rst plasma is different 
from a second ?oW rate of the at least one reactant gas into 
a second plasma; ?oWing the at least one reactant gas and the 
plurality of plasmas into the deposition chamber toWard the 
substrate; and reacting the at least one reactant gas With each 
of the plurality of plasmas to form the coating on the surface 
of the substrate. 

[0013] These and other aspects, advantages, and salient 
features of the present invention Will become apparent from 
the folloWing detailed description, the accompanying draW 
ings, and the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0014] FIG. 1a is schematic representation of an appara 
tus for depositing a uniform coating on a macroscopically 
planar surface using a plurality of expanding thermal plasma 
sources; 

[0015] FIG. 1b is a schematic representation shoWing the 
effect obtained When a coating is deposited on a macro 
scopically non-planar substrate by the apparatus shoWn in 
FIG. 1a; 

[0016] FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of an appa 
ratus for depositing a uniform coating on a non-planar 
surface according to the present invention; 

[0017] FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of an appa 
ratus of the present invention in Which a reactant gas is 
provided to a plurality of plasma sources in an array by a 
common reactant gas injector system; 

[0018] FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of an appa 
ratus of the present invention in Which a reactant gas is 
provided to a plurality of plasma sources in an array by 
individual reactant gas injectors; 

[0019] FIG. 5 is a plot of the dependence of coating 
thickness upon Working distance and reactant gas ?oW rate; 
and 

[0020] FIG. 6 is a plot of the dependence of reactant gas 
?oW rate upon ori?ce density of a reactant gas injector. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0021] In the folloWing description, like reference char 
acters designate like or corresponding parts throughout the 
several vieWs shoWn in the ?gures. It is also understood that 
terms such as “top,’"‘bottom,”“outWard,”“inWard,” and the 
like are Words of convenience and are not to be construed as 
limiting terms. 

[0022] Referring to the draWings in general and to FIG. 1 
in particular, it Will be understood that the illustrations are 
for the purpose of describing a preferred embodiment of the 
invention and are not intended to limit the invention thereto. 
An apparatus 100 for depositing a uniform coating on a 
macroscopically planar—or ?at—surface using a plurality 
of expanding thermal plasma sources is schematically 
shoWn in FIG. 1a. The apparatus 100 shoWn in FIG. 1a has 
been described in “Apparatus and Method for Large Area 
Chemical Vapor Deposition Using Expanding Thermal 
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Plasma Generators,” US. patent application Ser. No. 
09/681,820, by Barry Lee-Mean Yang et al., and in “Large 
Area Plasma Coating Using Multiple Expanding Thermal 
Plasma Sources in Combination With a Common Injection 
Source,” US. patent application Ser. No. 09/ , by 
Marc Schaepkens, both of Which are incorporated herein by 
reference in their entirety. A coating 132 is deposited on the 
surface 134 of a planar substrate 130 as the planar substrate 
130 is scanned in front of an array 110 of a plurality of 
expanding thermal plasma (hereinafter also referred to as 
“ETP”) sources 112. Alternatively, substrate 130 may be 
statically mounted in front of array 110. Each of the plurality 
of ETP sources 112 is supplied With at least one reactant gas 
injector 140 that injects a reactant gas into each of the 
plurality of plasmas generated by each of the plurality of 
ETP sources 112. The reactant gas then reacts With the 
generated ETP to form coating 132. The at least one reactant 
gas is supplied at the same ?oW rate to each of the plurality 
of ETP sources 112 to produce a coating having uniform 
properties, as represented by the uniform distribution or 
linear density of reactant gas injectors in FIG. 1a. 

[0023] It is generally desirable to produce a coating having 
a uniform pro?le of at least one selected property across the 
entire coated surface. Such properties include, but are not 
limited to, coating thickness, abrasion resistance, radiation 
absorption, and radiation re?ectivity. The pro?les of such 
properties in a coating deposited by a single plasma source, 
such as an ETP source, have a Gaussian distribution about 
the axis of the plasma source. The pro?le is proportional to 
the Working distance W, Which is the distance between an 
individual plasma source 112 and the surface 134. For 
example, With a ?xed ?oW rate of reactant gas, the thickness 
of the deposited coating 132 increases as W decreases, While 
the Width or Gaussian distribution of coating 132 (or the 
surface area covered by coating 132) decreases. Conversely, 
for a ?xed ?oW rate of reactant gas, the thickness of the 
deposited coating 132 decreases as W increases, While the 
Width of coating 132 (or surface area covered by coating 
132) increases With increasing W. 

[0024] For a planar substrate, a uniform pro?le of a given 
property can be obtained by arranging the plurality of 
plasma sources in an array such that the Gaussian distribu 
tions produced by the individual plasma sources overlap. 
HoWever, When a macroscopically non-planar substrate 135, 
Which is schematically represented in FIG. 1b, is coated 
using the array 110 and reactant gas injectors 140 shoWn in 
apparatus 100, a non-uniform coating 133 Will be deposited 
as a result of the dependence of the deposition process upon 
the Working distance W betWeen an individual plasma source 
112 and the surface 134. Due to the non-planar nature of the 
surface 134, the Working distance W—and thus the Gaussian 
pro?le—changes as the non-planar surface is scanned across 
the plurality of plasma sources 112 in array 110. In particu 
lar, those portions of the surface of the substrate that are 
further aWay from a plasma source Will be coated at a loWer 
rate, resulting in the deposition of a non-uniform coating 133 
on non-planar substrate 135. In FIG. 1b, for example, due to 
the curvature of surface 133 of substrate 135, Working 
distance W1 is less than Working distance W2. The thickness 
of coating 133 is greater in the region Where coating 133 is 
deposited by plasma source 110 having a Working distance 
W1 than in the region Where coating 133 is deposited by 
plasma source 110 having a greater Working distance W2. 
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[0025] Unless parameters such as How rate or linear 
density of ori?ces in reactant gas injector 140 are used to 
compensate for differences in Working distance W, a non 
uniform coating 133 Will be deposited on surface 134. 

[0026] In one embodiment, the present invention compen 
sates for changes in the Working distance W by either 
reducing or increasing the How rate of reactant gases into 
each of the plurality of plasmas. Generally, the How rate 
through an ori?ce, or a plurality of ori?ces, is proportional 
to the ratio of the pressure drop AP across the ori?ce to the 
conductance of the ori?ce: 

FloW RateMAP/conductance. 

[0027] Thus, coating uniformity on a non-planar surface 
may be achieved by differentially controlling the How rate of 
at least one reactant gas into each of the plurality of plasmas 
generated by a plurality of plasma sources arranged in at 
least one array. The How rate of reactant gases may in turn 
be varied by changing either the pressure drop AP across the 
plurality of ori?ces or the conductance of the plurality of 
ori?ces. 

[0028] An apparatus 200 for depositing a uniform coating 
on a non-planar surface according to the present invention is 
shoWn in FIG. 2. The apparatus 200 includes at least one 
array 210 of a plurality of plasma sources 212. The apparatus 
may include as many arrays as is practical and necessary for 
coating non-planar substrate 230. Similarly, each array 210 
may include as many plasma sources 212 as is practical or 
necessary to deposit the desired coating 232 or coatings on 
substrate 230. For example, an additional array (not shoWn) 
of a plurality of plasma sources 212 may be located so as to 
coat a surface of substrate 230 opposite surface 232. In one 
embodiment, the plurality of plasma sources 210 includes at 
least one ETP plasma source. While FIG. 2 shoWs a single 
array 210 having only three plasma sources 212, multiple 
arrays 210 and at least one array 210 having more than three 
plasma sources 212 are also contemplated. Array 210, for 
example, may include up to about 12 plasma sources 212. 
The array 210 may be a tWo-dimensional array, such as a 
linear, staggered, or Zig-Zag array, of plasma sources 212. 
Alternatively, array 210 may be a three-dimensional array of 
plasma sources 212. 

[0029] Each of the plurality of plasma sources 212 
includes a cathode housing 214, an anode 216, and a plasma 
source gas inlet 218, Which are disposed in a plasma 
chamber 202. The plasma source gas is an inert gas, such as 
a noble gas; i.e., argon, helium, neon, krypton, or xenon. 
Alternatively, other chemically unreactive gases, such as, 
but not limited to, nitrogen and hydrogen, may be used as the 
plasma source gas. Preferably, argon is used as the plasma 
source gas. Aplasma is generated at each of the plurality of 
plasma sources 212 by striking an arc betWeen cathode 214 
and anode 216, While introducing the plasma source gas into 
the arc through plasma source gas inlet 218. 

[0030] In one embodiment, at least one of the plurality of 
plasma sources 212 is an expanding thermal plasma 
(“ETP”). In an ETP, a plasma is generated by ioniZing the 
plasma source gas in the arc generated betWeen the cathode 
and anode to produce a positive ion and an electron. The 
folloWing reaction, for example, occurs When an argon 
plasma is generated: 
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[0031] The plasma is then expanded into a high volume at 
loW pressure, thereby cooling the electrons and positive 
ions. In the present invention, the plasma is generated in 
plasma chamber 202 and expanded into deposition chamber 
204 through opening 206. As previously described, deposi 
tion chamber 204 is maintained at a signi?cantly loWer 
pressure than the plasma chamber 202. Consequently, the 
electrons in the ETP are too cold and thus have insuf?cient 
energy to cause direct dissociation of the at least one reactant 
gas Within the ETP. Instead, the at least one reactant gas that 
is introduced into the plasma may undergo charge exchange 
and dissociative recombination reactions With the electrons 
Within the ETP. In an ETP, the positive ion and electron 
temperatures are approximately equal and in the range of 
about 0.1 eV (about 1000 In other types of plasmas, the 
electrons have a sufficiently high temperature to substan 
tially affect the chemistry of the plasma. In such plasmas, the 
positive ions typically have a temperature of about 0.1 eV, 
and the electrons have a temperature of about 1 eV, or 10,000 
K. 

[0032] Plasma chamber 202 and deposition chamber 204 
are in ?uid communication With each other through opening 
206. Deposition chamber 204 is in ?uid communication With 
a vacuum system (not shoWn), Which is capable of main 
taining the deposition chamber at a pressure that is loWer 
than that of the plasma chamber 202. In one embodiment, 
the deposition chamber 204 is maintained at a pressure of 
less than about 1 torr (about 133 Pa) and, preferably, at a 
pressure of less than about 100 millitorr (about 0.133 Pa), 
While plasma chamber 202 is maintained at a pressure of at 
least about 0.1 atmosphere (about 1.01><104 Pa). 

[0033] At least one reactant gas injector 220 is located in 
deposition chamber 204 for providing at least one reactant 
gas at a predetermined ?oW rate into each of the plurality of 
plasmas generated by the plurality of plasma sources 212 in 
array 210. The at least one reactant gas is provided to the at 
least one reactant gas injector 220 from at least one reactant 
gas source (not shoWn) by a reactant gas injector system (not 
shoWn). The at least one reactant gas is provided through the 
at least one reactant gas injector 220 to each of the plurality 
of plasmas as the plasmas enter into the deposition chamber 
204 through opening 206. The at least one reactant gas may 
comprise a single reactant gas or a mixture of reactant gases. 
The at least one reactant gas may be provided from a single 
reactant gas source or separate, multiple reactant gas sources 
to either a single reactant gas injector system or separate 
reactant gas injector systems. 

[0034] FIG. 3 shoWs a top and side vieW of one embodi 
ment of the present invention in Which a common reactant 
gas injector system 322 serves all of the plurality of plasma 
sources 212 in array 210. In this embodiment, the common 
reactant gas injector system 322 comprises a common 
injector ring 324, Which is formed from a tubular-Walled 
structure having an interior space through Which the at least 
one reactant gas is supplied from a reactant gas source 326 
to each of the plurality of plasmas. Common reactant gas 
injector system 322 may include at least one mass ?oW 
controller 328 located betWeen reactant gas source 326 and 
common injector ring 324. Preferably, common injector ring 
324 is formed from stainless steel tubing having a thickness 
of about 5/8 inch (about 15.9 The common injector ring 
324 includes a plurality of ori?ces located proximate to each 
of the plurality of plasmas exiting plasma chamber 202 
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through opening 206. Each of the plurality of ori?ces 
extends through the tubular-Walled structure from the inte 
rior space to an outer surface of the common injector ring 
324. The plurality of ori?ces is oriented such that the at least 
one reactant gas passes from the interior space through said 
the plurality of ori?ces and is directed into the each of the 
plurality of plasmas as the exit openings 206. 

[0035] Differential control and delivery of the at least one 
reactant gas to each of the individual plasmas may be 
accomplished by providing a common injector ring 324, 
such as that schematically shoWn in FIG. 3, in Which the 
linear ori?ce density (i.e., the number of ori?ces per unit 
length of the injector ring) is varied as a function of Working 
distance W. By varying the linear ori?ce density along 
common injector ring 324 according to variations in Work 
ing distance W While maintaining the pressure of the at least 
one reactant gas Within the common injector ring 324 at a 
constant value, the How rate of the at least one reactant gas 
into each of the plurality of plasmas can be adjusted to 
obtain a coating having overall uniform properties. For 
example, in the instance Where the Working distance W for 
one of the plurality of plasma sources 212 is greater than that 
of adjacent plasma sources, the linear ori?ce density of 
injector ring 324 Would be greater proximate to the more 
distant plasma source than it Would be proximate to plasma 
sources having a smaller Working distance. The variation of 
linear ori?ce density With Working distance W is schemati 
cally shoWn in FIG. 2. As seen in FIG. 2, plasma source A 
has a Working distance W1 that is less than Working distance 
W2 for plasma sources B. To obtain uniform coating 235 on 
non-planar substrate 230, the number of ori?ces 240 pro 
vided for the plasma generated by plasma source A (having 
Working distance W1) is less than the number of ori?ces 242 
provided for the plasma generated by plasma source B 
(having Working distance W2 greater than W1). 

[0036] In one embodiment, common injector ring 324 
includes threaded holes that are spaced about 0.5 inch (about 
12.7 mm) apart to alloW for the insertion of a set-screW 
having an ori?ce machined therethrough. The ori?ce may 
have a diameter of about 0.040 inch (about 1.02 The 
linear ori?ce density along injector ring 324 can be varied to 
achieve differential ?oW injection by replacing some of the 
set-screWs having ori?ces With regular set-screWs into Which 
no ori?ces have been machined. In addition, radial injection 
location may be varied by using extended set-screWs With 
ori?ces. 

[0037] Alternatively, differential delivery and control of 
reactant gases to each of the individual plasmas generated by 
the plurality of plasma sources 212 may be accomplished by 
adjusting the conductance of the ori?ces in the common 
injector ring 324 to compensate for variations in Working 
distance W. Common injector ring 324 may be provided With 
ori?ces having diameters or lengths (i.e., the length of the 
ori?ce through the tubular-Walled structure) that are varied 
as a function of Working distance W. By so varying the 
diameters or the lengths of the ori?ces, the How rate of the 
at least one reactant gas into each of the plurality of plasmas 
can be adjusted to obtain a coating having an overall uniform 
pro?le. For example, in the instance Where the Working 
distance W for one of the plurality of plasma sources 212 is 
greater than that of adjacent plasma sources 212, the ori?ces 
in common injector ring 324 proximate to the more distant 
plasma source Would have larger diameters than those 
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ori?ces that are proximate to plasma sources having smaller 
Working distances. Referring again to FIG. 2, for example, 
the individual diameters of ori?ces 242 Would be greater 
than the individual diameters of ori?ces 240, as Working 
distance W2 is greater than W1. 

[0038] In another embodiment, each of the plurality of 
plasma sources 212 may be provided With a separate, 
independently controllable reactant gas injector system 422 
for introducing the at least one reactant gas into each of the 
plurality of plasmas, as shoWn in top and side vieWs in FIG. 
4. Although FIG. 4 shoWs each of the plurality of plasma 
sources 212 provided With an individual reactant gas injector 
ring 424, each of the individual reactant gas injector systems 
422 may comprise at least one noZZle-type injector (not 
shoWn), injector ring 424, or the like. In this embodiment of 
the invention, differential delivery and control of the at least 
one reactant gas to each of the plurality of plasmas may be 
achieved by individually and independently controlling the 
mass ?oW rate of the at least one reactant gas from indi 
vidual reactant gas sources 426 to each individual reactant 
gas injector system 422 by individual mass ?oW controllers 
428. Alternatively, the reactant gas or mixture of reactant 
gases may provided from a single reactant gas source (not 
shoWn) With the How to each of the individual injectors 424 
controlled by individual mass ?oW controllers 428. The 
mass ?oW rate of the at least one reactant gas may controlled 
as a function of time in order to compensate for changes in 
Working distance W as the non-planar substrate 230 is 
scanned in front of the at least one array 210. If the 
individual reactant gas injector system comprises at least 
one individual injector ring 424, differential delivery and 
control can additionally be achieved by using individual ring 
injectors 424 having either different linear ori?ce densities 
or ori?ces of different siZes or conductances. If noZZle-type 
injectors are used, differential delivery and control can 
additionally be achieved by providing noZZles of different 
siZes to the individual reactant gas injector systems. 

[0039] Once injected into each of the plurality of plasmas, 
the at least one reactant gas undergoes a reaction Within each 
of the plurality of plasmas. Such reactions may include, but 
are not limited to, charge exchange reactions, dissociative 
recombination reactions, and fragmentation reactions. Prod 
ucts from reactions that occur Within the plurality of plasmas 
then combine to deposit a coating 232 on surface 234 of 
substrate 230, Which is contained in deposition chamber 
204. Substrate 230 may either be statically mounted to a 
substrate holder (not shoWn) or coupled to a movement 
actuator (not shoWn), Which translates (or ‘scans’) the sub 
strate 230 With respect to the at least one array 210. 

[0040] The folloWing example serves to illustrate the 
features and advantages offered by the present invention, 
and is not intended to limit the invention thereto. 

EXAMPLE 

[0041] Experimental support for the invention is provided 
by carrying out experiments in Which the precursor How and 
the Working distance W Were varied. The substrate used Was 
a ?at polycarbonate substrate, as to better control the effects 
of these parameters. The ETP source Was provided With a 
injector ring located in the expansion, or deposition, cham 
ber and the reactant gas, or deposition precursor, Was 
vinyltrimethylsilane (hereinafter referred to as “VTMS”). 
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HOW betWeen the VTMS reservoir to the injector ring Was 
regulated and the pressure Within the injector ring Was 
monitored. The deposition experiments Were performed 
using either 6 or 12 ori?ces in the injector ring. The ETP 
source Was fed With 2 slm of argon and a current of 70 AWas 
sent from the cathode to the anode of the ETP source to 
generate the thermal argon plasma. The pressure in the ETP 
source, or plasma, chamber Was about 600 torr, Whereas the 
pressure in the expansion chamber Was about 35 millitorr. 

[0042] The coating thickness pro?les obtained after 10 
seconds of deposition using an injector ring having 12 
ori?ces are shoWn in FIG. 5 for Working distances of 20, 25, 
or 30 cm and VTMS partial pressures in the expansion 
chamber of 5.55, 3.7, and 1.85 millitorr, respectively. The 
solid points represent the experimental data and the line is a 
Gaussian ?t through the data. The area Aunder the Gaussian 
?t is a measure of the coating thickness deposited during one 
scan of the substrate in front of the ETP source, and the 
Width W of the Gaussian ?t is a measure of the uniformity of 
the single ETP source deposition pro?le. The resulting 
values for area A and Width W are included in FIG. 5. 

[0043] As seen in FIG. 5, When the Working distance W 
decreases from 30 to 20 cm, the deposited coating thickness, 
Which is proportional to area A, increases While the single 
ETP source uniformity, i.e., Width W, decreases. FIG. 5 also 
shoWs that a reduction in How rate—i.e., a reduction in 
partial VTMS pressure—can be used to compensate for the 
effect of decreasing the Working distance W on the deposi 
tion pro?le; namely, the loWer the VTMS ?oW, the loWer the 
deposited thickness and the more uniform the pro?le. 

[0044] In another experiment, the How rate of the reactant 
gas Was reduced by reducing the number of ori?ces in the 
injector ring While maintaining the reactant gas pressure in 
the injection ring at a constant value. The partial pressure of 
VTMS Was measured as a function of pressure Within the 
injector ring for injector rings having 12 and 6 ori?ces. As 
seen in FIG. 6, at a given pressure Within the injection ring, 
the greater ori?ce density results in a greater VTMS partial 
pressure—i.e., a greater VTMS ?oW rate. For multiple ETP 
sources having a single common reactant gas injector ring, 
the How rate pro?le of a reactant gas along the ring can be 
differentially controlled by varying the linear density of 
ori?ces in the injector ring With increases and/or decreases 
in Working distance W. The. use of an injector ring having 
differentially spaced ori?ces can also accurately compensate 
for the differences in the Working distance W betWeen a 
substrate and an array of ETP sources to produce a uniform 
coating on the substrate. 

[0045] While typical embodiments have been set forth for 
the purpose of illustration, the foregoing description should 
not be deemed to be a limitation on the scope of the 
invention. Accordingly, various modi?cations, adaptations, 
and alternatives may occur to one skilled in the art Without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. 
For example, the invention is not necessarily limited to the 
use of an array of multiple ETP sources, but instead be 
useful in any array of multiple plasma sources that may be 
used to coat large area, substrates. Similarly, the invention 
also contemplates the use of reactant gas injector systems 
that employ combinations of ring injectors, noZZles, and 
other types of gas inlets. 
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1. An apparatus for depositing a uniform coating on a 
surface of a substrate, said apparatus comprising: 

a) at least one array of a plurality of plasma sources for 
generating a plurality of plasmas, Wherein each of said 
plurality of plasma sources includes a cathode, an 
anode, and an inlet for a non-reactive plasma source gas 
disposed in a plasma chamber Which is maintained at a 
?rst predetermined pressure; 

b) a deposition chamber for containing said substrate, 
Wherein said deposition chamber is in ?uid communi 
cation With said plasma chamber, and Wherein said 
deposition chamber is maintained at a second prede 
termined pressure, said second predetermined pressure 
being less than said ?rst predetermined pressure; and 

c) at least one reactant gas injector disposed in said 
deposition chamber for providing a differential ?oW 
rate of at least one reactant gas into each of said 
plurality of plasmas. 

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein at least 
one of said plurality of plasma sources is an eXpanding 
thermal plasma source. 

3. The apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein said at 
least one array includes at least one three dimensional array 
of said plurality of plasma sources. 

4. The apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein said at 
least one array includes at least one linear array of said 
plurality of plasma sources. 

5. The apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein said at 
least one array includes at least one tWo dimensional array 
of said plurality of plasma sources. 

6. The apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein said ?rst 
predetermined pressure is at least about 0.1 atmosphere. 

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, Wherein said ?rst 
predetermined pressure is about 1 atmosphere. 

8. The apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein said 
second predetermined pressure is less than about 1 torr. 

9. The apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein said 
second predetermined pressure is less than about 100 mil 
litorr. 

10. The apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein said 
plasma source gas comprises at least one of argon, nitrogen, 
hydrogen, helium, neon, krypton, and Xenon. 

11. A reactant gas injector for injecting at least one 
reactant gas into a plurality of plasmas generated by an array 
of a plurality of plasma sources such that a ?rst ?oW rate of 
said reactant gas into a ?rst plasma generated by a ?rst 
plasma source in said array is different from a second ?oW 
rate of said reactant gas into a second plasma generated by 
a second plasma source in said array, said reactant gas 
injector comprising: 

a) at least one reactant gas inlet comprising a tubular 
Walled structure having an interior space through Which 
said at least one reactant gas is supplied from a reactant 

gas source; 

b) a ?rst plurality of ori?ces proXimate to said ?rst 
plasma, each of said ?rst plurality of ori?ces extending 
through said tubular-Walled structure from said interior 
space to an outer surface of said reactant gas inlet, 
Wherein said ?rst plurality of ori?ces is oriented such 
that said at least one reactant gas passes from said 
interior space through said ?rst plurality of ori?ces and 
is directed into said ?rst plasma; and 
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c) a second plurality of ori?ces proXimate to said second 
plasma, each of said second plurality of ori?ces eXtend 
ing through said tubular-Walled structure from said 
interior space to an outer surface of said at least one 
reactant gas inlet, Wherein said second plurality of 
ori?ces is oriented such that said at least one reactant 
gas passes from said interior space through said second 
plurality of ori?ces and is directed into said second 
plasma. 

12. The reactant gas injector according to claim 11, 
Wherein said ?rst plurality of ori?ces comprises a ?rst 
predetermined number of ori?ces and said second plurality 
of ori?ces comprises a second predetermined number of 
ori?ces. 

13. The reactant gas injector according to claim 12, 
Wherein said ?rst predetermined number is different from 
said second predetermined number. 

14. The reactant gas injector according to claim 11, 
Wherein said ?rst plurality of ori?ces has a ?rst linear 
density and said second plurality of ori?ces has a second 
linear density, Wherein said ?rst linear density is different 
from said second linear density. 

15. The reactant gas injector according to claim 12, 
Wherein each of said ?rst plurality of ori?ces has a ?rst 
conductance, and each of said second plurality of ori?ces 
has a second conductance, said second conductance being 
different from said ?rst conductance. 

16. The reactant gas injector according to claim 11, 
Wherein said reactant gas injector comprises at least one ring 
injector. 

17. The reactant gas injector according to claim 11, 
Wherein said reactant gas injector comprises a ?rst reactant 
gas injector for injecting said reactant gas into said ?rst 
plasma at a ?rst predetermined ?oW rate and a second 
reactant gas injector for injecting said reactant gas into said 
second plasma at a second predetermined ?oW rate, Wherein 
said ?rst reactant gas injector is separate from said second 
reactant gas injector, and Wherein at least one of said ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate and said second predetermined ?oW 
rate is independently controllable. 

18. The reactant gas injector according to claim 17, 
Wherein said ?rst predetermined ?oW rate is different from 
said second predetermined ?oW rate. 

19. An apparatus for depositing a uniform coating on a 
non-planar surface of a substrate, said apparatus comprising: 

a) at least one array of a plurality of plasma sources for 
generating a plurality of plasmas, Wherein at least one 
of said plurality of plasma sources is an expanding 
thermal plasma source, Wherein each of said plurality 
of plasma sources includes a cathode, an anode, and an 
inlet for a non-reactive plasma source gas disposed in 
a plasma chamber Which is maintained at a ?rst pre 
determined pressure; 

b) a deposition chamber for containing said substrate, 
Wherein said deposition chamber is in ?uid communi 
cation With said plasma chamber, and Wherein said 
deposition chamber is maintained at a second prede 
termined pressure, said second predetermined pressure 
being less than said ?rst predetermined pressure; and 

c) at least one reactant gas injector disposed in said 
deposition chamber for injecting at least one reactant 
gas into said plurality of plasmas such that a ?rst ?oW 
rate of said at least one reactant gas into a ?rst plasma 
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generated by a ?rst plasma source in said at least one 
array is different from a second ?oW rate of said at least 
one reactant gas into a second plasma generated by a 
second plasma source in said at least one array, said at 
least one reactor injector comprising: at least one 
reactant gas inlet comprising a tubular-Walled structure 
having an interior space through Which said at least one 
reactant gas is supplied from a reactant gas source; (ii) 
a ?rst plurality of ori?ces proximate to said ?rst 
plasma, each of said ?rst plurality of ori?ces extending 
through said tubular-Walled structure from said interior 
space to an outer surface of said reactant gas inlet, 
Wherein said ?rst plurality of ori?ces is oriented such 
that said at least one reactant gas passes from said 
interior space through said ?rst plurality of ori?ces and 
is directed into said ?rst plasma; and (iii) a second 
plurality of ori?ces proximate to said second plasma, 
each of said second plurality of ori?ces extending 
through said tubular-Walled structure from said interior 
space to an outer surface of said at least one reactant 
gas inlet, Wherein said second plurality of ori?ces is 
oriented such that said at least one reactant gas passes 
from said interior space through said second plurality 
of ori?ces and is directed into said second plasma. 

20. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein said ?rst 
plurality of ori?ces comprises a ?rst predetermined number 
of ori?ces and said second plurality of ori?ces comprises a 
second predetermined number of ori?ces. 

21. The apparatus according to claim 20, Wherein said ?rst 
predetermined number is different from said second prede 
termined number. 

22. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein said ?rst 
plurality of ori?ces has a ?rst linear density and said second 
plurality of ori?ces has a second linear density, Wherein said 
?rst linear density is different from said second linear 
density. 

23. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein each of 
said ?rst plurality of ori?ces has a ?rst conductance, and 
each of said second plurality of ori?ces has a second 
conductance, said second conductance being different from 
said ?rst conductance. 

24. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein said 
reactant gas injector comprises at least one ring injector. 

25. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein said 
reactant gas injector comprises a ?rst reactant gas injector 
for injecting said reactant gas into said ?rst plasma at a ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate and a second reactant gas injector 
for injecting said reactant gas into said second plasma at a 
second predetermined ?oW rate Wherein said ?rst reactant 
gas injector is separate from said second reactant gas injec 
tor, and Wherein at least one of said ?rst predetermined ?oW 
rate and said second predetermined ?oW rate is indepen 
dently controllable. 

26. The apparatus according to claim 25, Wherein said ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate is different from said second pre 
determined ?oW rate. 

27. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein said at 
least one array includes at least one three dimensional array 
of said plurality of plasma sources. 

28. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein said at 
least one array includes at least one linear array of said 
plurality of plasma sources. 
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29. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein said at 
least one array includes at least one tWo dimensional array 
of said plurality of plasma sources. 

30. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein said ?rst 
predetermined pressure is at least about 0.1 atmosphere. 

31. The apparatus according to claim 30, Wherein said ?rst 
predetermined pressure is about 1 atmosphere. 

32. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein said 
second predetermined pressure is less than about 1 torr. 

33. The apparatus according to claim 32, Wherein said 
second predetermined pressure is less than about 100 mil 
litorr. 

34. The apparatus according to claim 19, Wherein said 
plasma source gas comprises at least one of argon, nitrogen, 
hydrogen, helium, neon, krypton, and xenon. 

35. A method of depositing a uniform coating on a surface 
of a substrate, the method comprising the steps of: 

a) providing the substrate having the surface to a depo 
sition chamber; 

b) evacuating the deposition chamber to a predetermined 
deposition pressure; 

c) generating a plurality of plasmas from at least one array 
of a plurality of plasma sources; 

d) injecting at least one reactant gas into each of the 
plurality of plasmas such that a ?rst ?oW rate of the at 
least one reactant gas into a ?rst plasma is different 
from a second ?oW rate of the at least one reactant gas 
into a second plasma; 

e) ?oWing the at least one reactant gas and the plurality of 
plasmas into the deposition chamber toWard the sub 
strate; and 

f) reacting the at least one reactant gas With each of the 
plurality of plasmas to form the coating on the surface 
of the substrate. 

36. The method according to claim 35, Wherein at least 
one of the plurality of plasma sources is an expanding 
thermal plasma source having a cathode, an anode, and an 
inlet for a non-reactive plasma source gas disposed in a 
plasma chamber that is in ?uid communication With the 
deposition chamber. 

37. The method according to claim 36, Wherein the step 
of ?oWing the at least one reactant gas and the plurality of 
plasmas into the deposition chamber toWard the substrate 
includes the steps of: 

a) maintaining the deposition chamber at a predetermined 
deposition pressure, the deposition pressure being 
greater than a ?rst pressure of the plasma chamber; and 

b) expanding the plurality of plasmas into the deposition 
chamber toWard the substrate. 

38. The method according to claim 35, Wherein the step 
of injecting a reactant gas into the plurality of plasmas 
comprises: 

a) supplying the at least one reactant gas from at least one 
reactant gas source to at least one reactant gas injector; 

b) passing the at least one reactant gas through a ?rst 
plurality of ori?ces in the at least one reactant gas 
injector proximate to the ?rst plasma and a second 
plurality of ori?ces proximate to the second plasma; 
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c) directing the at least one reactant gas through the ?rst 
plurality of ori?ces into the ?rst plasma; and 

d) directing the at least one reactant gas through the 
second plurality of ori?ces into the second plasma. 

39. The method according to claim 38, Wherein the ?rst 
plurality of ori?ces comprises a ?rst predetermined number 
of ori?ces and the second plurality of ori?ces comprises a 
second predetermined number of ori?ces, and Wherein the 
?rst predetermined number is different from the second 
predetermined number. 

40. The method according to claim 38, Wherein each of 
the ?rst plurality of ori?ces has a ?rst conductance and each 
of the second plurality of ori?ces has a second conductance, 
Wherein the ?rst conductance is different form the second 
conductance. 

41. The method according to claim 38, Wherein the step 
of supplying the at least one reactant gas from a reactant gas 
source to at least one reactant gas injector comprises: 

a) supplying the at least one reactant gas from a reactant 
gas source to a ?rst reactant gas injector for injecting 
the at least one reactant gas into the ?rst plasma at a ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate; and 

b) supplying the at least one reactant gas from a reactant 
gas source to a second reactant gas injector for injecting 
the at least one reactant gas into the second plasma at 
a second predetermined ?oW rate, Wherein the ?rst 
reactant gas injector is separate from the second reac 
tant gas injector, and Wherein at least one of the ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate and the said second predeter 
mined ?oW rate is independently controllable. 

42. The method according to claim 41, further including 
the step of independently controlling at least one of the ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate and the second predetermined ?oW 
rate such that the ?rst predetermined ?oW rate is different 
from the second predetermined ?oW rate. 

43. A method of injecting at least one reactant gas into a 
plurality of plasmas generated by an array of a plurality of 
plasma sources such that a ?rst ?oW rate of the at least one 
reactant gas into a ?rst plasma is different from a second 
?oW rate of the at least one reactant gas into a second 
plasma, the method comprising the steps of: 

a) supplying the at least one reactant gas from a reactant 
gas source to at least one reactant gas injector; 

b) passing the at least one reactant gas through a ?rst 
plurality of ori?ces in the at least one reactant gas 
injector proximate to the ?rst plasma, Wherein the ?rst 
plurality of ori?ces is oriented such that the at least one 
reactant gas is directed into the ?rst plasma at a ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate; and 

c) passing the at least one reactant gas through a second 
plurality of ori?ces in the at least one reactant gas 
injector proximate to the second plasma, Wherein the 
second plurality of ori?ces is oriented such that the at 
least one reactant gas is directed into the second plasma 
at a second predetermined ?oW rate. 

44. The method according to claim 43, Wherein the step 
of passing the at least one reactant gas through a ?rst 
plurality of ori?ces in the at least one reactant gas injector 
comprises passing the at least one reactant gas through a ?rst 
predetermined number of ori?ces, and Wherein the step of 
passing the at least one reactant gas through a second 
plurality of ori?ces comprises passing the at least one 
reactant gas through a second predetermined number of 
ori?ces. 
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45. The method according to claim 44, Wherein the ?rst 
predetermined number is different from the second prede 
termined number. 

46. The method according to claim 43, Wherein each of 
the ?rst plurality of ori?ces has a ?rst conductance, and each 
of the second plurality of ori?ces has a second conductance, 
and Wherein the second conductance is different from the 
?rst conductance. 

47. The method according to claim 43, Wherein the step 
of supplying the at least one reactant gas from a reactant gas 
source to at least one reactant gas injector comprises: 

a) supplying the at least one reactant gas from a reactant 
gas source to a ?rst reactant gas injector for injecting 
the at least one reactant gas into the ?rst plasma at a ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate; and 

b) supplying the at least one reactant gas from a reactant 
gas source to a second reactant gas injector for injecting 
the at least one reactant gas into the second plasma at 
a second predetermined ?oW rate, Wherein the ?rst 
reactant gas injector is separate from the second reac 
tant gas injector, and Wherein at least one of said ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate and said second predetermined 
?oW rate is independently controllable. 

48. The method according to claim 47, further including 
the step of independently controlling at least one of the ?rst 
predetermined ?oW rate and the second predetermined ?oW 
rate such that the ?rst predetermined ?oW rate is different 
from the second predetermined ?oW rate. 

49. A non-planar substrate having a uniform coating 
deposited on a surface, Wherein the uniform coating is 
deposited by: 

a) providing the substrate having the surface to a depo 
sition chamber, Wherein the deposition chamber is in 
?uid communication With at least one array of a plu 
rality of plasma sources, Wherein at least one of the 
plurality of plasma sources is an expanding thermal 
plasma source having a cathode, an anode and an inlet 
for a non-reactive plasma source gas disposed in a 
plasma chamber, the plasma chamber being in ?uid 
communication With the deposition chamber; 

b) evacuating the deposition chamber to a predetermined 
deposition pressure and the plasma chamber to a pre 
determined ?rst pressure, Wherein the predetermined 
deposition pressure is less than the predetermined ?rst 
pressure; 

c) generating a plurality of plasmas in the plurality of 
plasma sources and ?oWing the plurality of plasmas 
into said deposition chamber; 

d) injecting at least one reactant gas into each of the 
plurality of plasmas as the plurality of plasmas ?oWs 
into the deposition chamber such that a ?rst ?oW rate of 
the at least one reactant gas into a ?rst plasma is 
different from a second ?oW rate of the at least one 
reactant gas into a second plasma; 

e) ?oWing the at least one reactant gas and the plurality of 
plasmas into the deposition chamber toWard the sub 
strate; and 

f) reacting the at least one reactant gas With each of the 
plurality of plasmas to form the coating on the surface 
of the substrate. 


